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Good-Bye Graves Country Gallery----Hello olRoff’s World
First, the five winners have been notified—sorry if you were
not one of the five.
Graves Country Gallery in Lodi, Ca is no longer in existence.
Everything was sold at auction yesterday, Sunday by Hewlett’s
Auction in LeGrand, Ca, one of the best auctioneers in our
country. He did well for us! Our inventory is now spread
across the USA and Great Britain. Thank you my personal
friend and great auctioneer Buster Hewlett!
At the age of 77, with a tumor in my head constantly
reminding me how precious life is, I have decided not to
retire. Tumor, you had better get used to me because I am
going to start a new on-line gallery but no store-front!
OlRoff’s World is going to bring to the few people on my
emailing list an occasional newsletter and yes, probably a
prize. But I am going to have fun with items such as paintings
I love, age old Bicycles, Barnacled bottles from the ocean,
bottles with provenance recovered from Shipwrecks, great folk
art, some well chosen face jugs probably from Peter Lenzo,
Jason Mahlke, and perhaps a few others. And of course, I will
always have the painting by Steven Chandler, whom I consider
one of today’s leading artist.---plus an occasional piece of
furniture.

But here is the catch, I have a emailing list of 1000s. One
week from today if I have not heard back from you with a
simple note, then I will likely remove you from the list. I
intend to narrow my emailing way down. Please let me know if
you want to be on the list.
Good Bye, Good Luck, and God Bless!
OlRoff
Ol Roff’s World

by Steven Chandler

